
Revolve Law Group Announces Expansion Plans

Positioned as the law firm of the future, led by an all-female team
of partners, Revolve Law Group reveals how their intuitive,
strategic approach tips the scales in favor of results.

NEWS RELEASE BY REVOLVE LAW GROUP

In Law360’s Glass Ceiling Report released less than a year ago, it was reported that female

partners make up merely 25% of law firms across the country, while women make up 40% of all

lawyers in the USA. These statistics illustrate a small picture of the imbalance in gender equality in

the traditionally male-dominated industry, which is currently on track to achieve gender parity in

equity partnerships in 160 years ( according to a 2015 analysis by The American Lawyer in its

Special Report: Big Law Is Failing Women). In a time of global social and economic disruption,

Revolve Law Group has embarked on a quest to elevate female equity in the law profession while

setting new standards for respect, responsibility, and results. In a relative press release, Guy

Kulandski, CEO and Co-Founder of Premonition, which is regarded as the world’s largest litigation

database, stated that, “If female attorneys were compensated according to how often they

actually win cases, they'd be paid more than men.” Driven by their core principles, Revolve Law

Group’s partners design their interactions with clients and opposing counsel to listen more than

most, consider what the optimal outcome actually means for all involved – including their

opponents, create strategies that are tailor-made versus textbook, which puts the client on the

team, and stresses transparent communication and compassion throughout the litigation process.

This mosaic of distinct choices has proved to be a formulation for developing exceptionally

satisfied clients while delivering superior results. Revolve’s collective team of partners is inspired to

cultivate and expand their team of like-minded female professionals who are passionate about

spearheading the next wave of change in the legal profession with unparalleled resolve to do so.

“We’ve all heard and even used the words “The Future is Female” but the future is here, now. At

Revolve Law Group, we are making daily choices that will drive change for female leadership in

the legal profession, today, tomorrow and beyond.”–Kimberly Wright, Esq, Founder and Managing

Partner

 

About Revolve Law Group:

Founded by Kimberly Wright, Esq and Jessica Monroe, Esq and CPA, Revolve Law Group

was designed to position the client at the center of every collaboration. Dedicated to

their core principles which guide their every move, the firm leads with determination,

civility, curiosity, integrity, compassion and a dose of humor. The practice of law is a
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serious business, but it doesn’t have to be without laughter. Laughter improves health,

overall quality of life, and leads to greater productivity. The Irvine based law firm focuses

on areas of practice such as taxation, civil litigation, appeals and writs, asset protection,

business law, and real estate law. However, the firm and its partners specialize in building

relationships through concierge support. Revolve Law Group is home to trusted counsel

who focus on the solutions of tomorrow, with unparalleled commitment, for clientele

valuing convergence of ingenuity and foresight.
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